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The Committee on Labor and Workforce Development, to which B23-309, “Medical
Marijuana Program Patient Employment Protection Amendment Act of 2020,” was referred,
reports favorably and recommends approval, with amendments, by the Council of the District of
Columbia.
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I.

BACKGROUND AND NEED
A. Executive Summary

On May 28, 2019, Councilmember David Grosso introduced B23-309, “Medical
Marijuana Program Patient Employment Protection Amendment Act of 2019,” which would
prohibit the District of Columbia government from taking adverse employment action against
District government employees who are participating in a medical marijuana program. The bill
was co-introduced by Councilmembers Robert White, Brianne Nadeau, Vincent Gray, Anita
Bonds, and Mary Cheh; and it was co-sponsored by Councilmembers Charles Allen, Jack Evans,
and Kenyan McDuffie.
The main question before the Committee is whether using medical marijuana should have
any bearing on employment. There are currently no employment protections for District workers

who use marijuana, and thus they can lose out on employment opportunities. This is counter to a
primary goal of this Committee, which is to ensure economic opportunity for District residents.
Further, the use of marijuana, both medical and recreational, is legal in the District. Medical
marijuana is used as a medical treatment for many conditions, and it is often an alternative
treatment for medications like opioids that have their own extremely deleterious effects.
Marijuana also contains the chemical THC,1 which is a psychoactive compound that causes
cognitive impairment of temporary and unpredictable length.
In hearing testimony, there was widespread agreement, and this Committee concurs, that
using medical marijuana should not have any impact on employment for most employees. The
print approved by this Committee thus prohibits adverse employment actions against and provides
protections to most District government workers who participate in the District’s or another state’s
medical marijuana program. This means that most District employees can no longer be disciplined
or terminated for their use of medical marijuana (as long as they weren’t impaired or didn’t use it
on the job).
Employees whose jobs are designated “safety-sensitive” required special consideration.
During the debate over related, emergency legislation, one of the largest labor unions in District
government asked the Council to take time to consider how to treat safety-sensitive employees.
The Committee has done so, asking questions during the formal hearing, holding dozens of
meetings outside of the hearing, talking to experts, and reviewing relevant research.
The Committee must strike a balance between workers’ medical needs and the safety and
well-being of the workers and their coworkers, any persons they supervise, and the public at large.
On one hand are safety risks, which could result in serious injury or even death if an individual
were to conduct their job under the influence of marijuana. On the other hand are workers who
could lose their jobs if they used what is a legal substance—or who would not be able to partake
of a medication that they, in consultation with a medical professional, believe is best for them, if
they want to keep their job. There is also a matter of liability to the District; indeed, most of the
highest-risk positions, as determined by the number of workers compensation claims, are jobs that
are deemed safety-sensitive.2
As will be discussed in detail later in this report, this is a complicated issue, but scientific
research, the opinion of experts, and the analysis of injured workers’ compensation claims all lead
to the conclusion that it is not possible to ensure the safety of safety-sensitive employees, or the
safety of those they supervise and the public, if the employees use marijuana. Therefore, the print
does not extend the prohibition against adverse employment actions for medical marijuana patients
to employees in safety-sensitive jobs. However, the print creates several new, related rights and
protections for medical marijuana patients and safety-sensitive workers specifically to find the
best, most fair path forward and to strike the necessary balance between public safety and
employees’ health needs.
1

THC is tetrahydrocannabinol, a crystalline compound that is the main active ingredient of cannabis.
The portion of workers’ compensation claims filed by safety-sensitive employees was 76.11% in FY2019, 80.10%,
in FY2018, and 80.20% in FY2017. These figures do not include DCPS, DCHA, UDC, or MPD or FEMS sworn
personnel. (correspondence from the Office of Policy and Legislative Analysis, Dec. 13, 2019).
2
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First, in response to numerous employees and organizations that brought examples of jobs
questionably designated as safety-sensitive, the Committee has greatly refined the definition of
“safety-sensitive.” The print’s revised definition incorporates parameters to limit when the
designation can be legitimately applied.
Second, to further ensure positions designated as safety-sensitive are appropriately
designated as such, the print codifies a formal appeals process for an employee to challenge their
position’s safety-sensitive designation. An employee may first appeal the safety-sensitive
designation to the employee’s personnel authority and then, if the appeal is denied, through an
appeal to the Office of Employee Appeals, which shall provide an independent review. The right
is limited to safety-sensitive employees because they are the only employees who may face an
adverse employment action for using medical marijuana and the only employees subject to random
drug tests.3
Third, the print requires that agencies reasonably accommodate an employee’s use of
medical marijuana. This will help employees keep gainful employment—though not necessarily
their same jobs—while utilizing medical marijuana. The reasonable accommodation requirement
covers all District employees, but we believe it will be particularly beneficial to employees in
positions designated as safety-sensitive. A reasonable accommodation might be transferring an
employee to an open, non-safety-sensitive position for which the employee is qualified. This will
also ensure individual-level consideration of a workable solution, rather than a universal or onesize-fits-all policy.
Finally, to ensure that safety-sensitive employees have information about their position’s
designation, the print requires that agencies produce in writing the analysis leading to such
designation, upon request. Safety-sensitive employees will also be provided notice of their rights
under the print, including the right to appeal a safety-sensitive designation and the right to
reasonable accommodation.
The legislation also makes conforming amendments to ensure all drug testing and related
laws affecting District government employees are implemented in conformity with these new
rights and protections.
A. Background and Need
The purpose of the print is to provide protections from adverse employment actions for
most District government employees based on their status as a medical marijuana patient,
including an employee’s failure to pass an employment-related drug test for marijuana. The
Committee print will codify these rights as well as provide needed clarity on employees’ rights or
exclusion from those rights.

3

But note that no employees may be impaired by or use medical marijuana at the workplace or during work hours,
under regulations and B23-309.
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Medical Marijuana Program Establishment
In 2010, the District passed and enacted D.C. Law 18-210 (effective from Jul 27, 2010) to
legalize and regulate medical marijuana.4 Since that time, thousands of individuals have registered
with the DC Department of Health’s program, and as of June 18, 2020, there were nearly 7,100
registered medical marijuana patients.5 Also, in 2015, District voters passed Initiative 71, which
decriminalized the use or possession of recreational marijuana.
As marijuana consumption has become more common, it has posed questions and
challenges related to employment and the workplace. Many employers test potential or current
employees for the use of drugs, including marijuana. Current law does not prohibit employers from
disciplining or terminating employees who consume marijuana, whether medical or recreational.
This means that many employees are at risk of losing their jobs, or not being hired in the first
place, for their legal consumption of marijuana. Since marijuana is a legal substance in the District,
medical marijuana patients and recreational users have pointed out the unfairness of this situation.
District Government Policy on Suitability Designations and Drug Testing
The District government employs approximately 35,000 employees. The DC Department
of Human Resources (DCHR) has established policies to implement the District of Columbia
Government Comprehensive Merit Personnel Act (CMPA), including by issuing regulations and
a series of sub-regulatory guidance (called “instructions” or “issuances”).6 The District’s policies
related to employee drug use and testing are rooted in Title XX (Safety and Health) and Titles XXA through XX-C of the CMPA, which govern employee drug testing for specific agencies or
employees. The drug and alcohol-related policies are part of the “suitability” rules, which refer to
ensuring that employees of the District government are “of moral character and dedication to carry
out government business in a manner that honors the public trust.”7 Certain positions are subject
to “enhanced suitability,” which may include drug tests, criminal background checks, credit
checks, and other means to determine suitability for employment with District government. The
employee suitability requirements are laid out in regulations in Chapter 4 of the District’s
Personnel Manual (DPM). The Committee reviewed these policy guides, which have evolved over
time.
There are three categories of positions subject to “enhanced” suitability requirements, with
varying circumstances for when drug testing is performed and what, if any, prohibitions there are
on the use of medical marijuana. These categories are safety-sensitive, protection-sensitive, and
security-sensitive. The highest standard is applied to jobs designated as “safety-sensitive,” which
are jobs that if performed under the influence of drugs or alcohol could cause serious physical
4

Previously, in 1998, voters had passed Initiative 59 to legalize medical marijuana; however, it was not
implemented when Congress passed a law restricting the ability of the District to use its local funds to implement the
initiative. The federal law was later overturned, and Congress did not act in response to the 2010 Council-passed
law.
5
DC Health, “MEDICAL MARIJUANAAND INTEGRATIVE THERAPY UPDATE, June 18, 2020,” available at
https://dchealth.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/doh/publication/attachments/June%20Memo%202020.pdf.
6
D.C. Code §1-604.01 et seq., 6-B DC Municipal Regulations Chapter 4, and issuances available at
https://edpm.dc.gov/.
7
6-B DCMR § 400.1
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harm to oneself or others. These employees are subject to random drug screenings, as well as
reasonable suspicion, pre-employment, and post-accident tests.
“Enhanced Suitability” – Definitions of position designations
and drug testing by type of position
ReasonPreable
employment suspicion
Safety-sensitive.
Positions with duties or responsibilities that if
performed while under the influence of drugs or
alcohol could lead to a lapse of attention that
could cause actual, immediate, and permanent
physical injury or loss of life to self or others.*
Protection sensitive.
Positions with duties and responsibilities that
require caring for or ensuring the well-being of
patients, elders, or other vulnerable persons.
Security sensitive.
Positions of special trust including executive
service, excepted service, and other positions
that may reasonably be expected to affect the
access to or control of activities, systems, or
resources subject to misappropriation, malicious
mischief, damage, or loss or impairment of
communications or control. Positions located in
secure facilities may also be deemed security
sensitive at the discretion of the personnel
authority.

Postaccident Return-toand
duty or
Random incident follow-up

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Source: D.C. Municipal Regulations, Title 6-B, Chapter 4, Suitability, §§ 409.1 and 430 – 434 (eff.
May 22, 2020).
* The definition of safety-sensitive will change under this legislation.

DCHR authorizes tests for alcohol, marijuana, and other illegal and legal drugs. It follows
the same 5-panel list used by the U.S. Department of Transportation for commercial drivers, which
includes codeine and morphine.8 The question often arises as to how employees using prescription
medications are treated, and if and how it is different for those who use medical marijuana.
According to DCHR:
Employees may use legally prescribed medications, as long as the medication does not
impair them while on the job. If an employee tests positive due to a prescribed medication,
he or she will supply their prescription information to a Medical Review Officer (MRO).
The MRO confirms the validity of the prescription and whether the levels detected in the
drug test are consistent with the prescription. It is important to note that, in the case of
8

See U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, “Federal Drug & Alcohol
Testing Regulations,” driver pamphlet, January 9, 2014, available at
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/sites/fmcsa.dot.gov/files/docs/Drug%20and%20Alcohol%20Brochure%20for%20Driver
s.pdf.
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prescription medications, the employee is under the care of a treating physician and the
physician determines whether the employee should remain out of work or is capable of
performing his or her full duties while on the medication. Unfortunately, because of the
way marijuana is metabolized, an MRO cannot assess the appropriate levels of THC
consistent with medical marijuana.9
For several years, guidance provided in DCHR Instruction No. 4-34 (July 28, 2016) laid
out policy related to drug testing and medical marijuana specifically.10 Under the Instruction,
employees who were medical marijuana patients were generally permitted to use marijuana if it
was recommended by a licensed physician, provided such usage “does not impair or otherwise
impede his or her ability to safety carry out assigned duties and responsibilities.” The Instruction
also had language specific to employees in safety-sensitive positions. As per the Instruction, these
employees “may make known” that they are a participant in the medical marijuana program before
a drug test, if the employee tested positive for marijuana, or if the employee received a termination
notice due to a positive marijuana result.
However, many employees and their representatives were unclear as to whether this
instruction allowed medical marijuana patients in safety-sensitive positions to retain their jobs, and
it appears the policy was implemented inconsistently. While the Instruction implied that
participating in the medical marijuana program would forestall discipline or termination, that was
not stated explicitly. It was the Committee’s understanding that under the Instruction, employees
in safety-sensitive positions were not permitted to use medical marijuana, and though they might
not be terminated, they were not guaranteed a different position. Press coverage in Spring 2019
further revealed that individual agencies had established their own marijuana policies, and
employees at the Department of Public Works were told they all had 30 days to find alternative
medication to marijuana.11
Subsequently, employee unions reported to the Committee that their safety-sensitive
members had not been terminated after failing a marijuana test and showing their valid medical
marijuana card—leading to their understanding that safety-sensitive employees were permitted to
participate in the medical marijuana program. The Committee reviewed documents from four
employees in safety-sensitive positions who were medical marijuana users. The employees were
proposed for termination due to failing a marijuana test, but these proposals were all reversed or
dismissed. One employee received a memo from a hearing officer indicating the reversal was due
to participation in the medical marijuana program. A second employee received an email
rescinding the proposal but with no explanation. A third employee received a letter from his
agency saying he was being returned to duty from administrative leave, but without an explanation.
A fourth employee received a letter from DCHR stating that the agency’s proposal to terminate
him due to a failed test was dismissed because he had a medical marijuana card. However, this
employee received a letter from his agency 10 days later telling him he needed to find alternative
9

Correspondence from the Office of Policy and Legislative Analysis, Dec. 13, 2019.
DC Department of Human Resources, “Marijuana and the District’s Drug &Alcohol Testing, District Personnel
Manual Instruction No. 4-34,” July 28, 2016; included in Attachment 6 to this report.
11
Rachel Kurzius, “Some City Employees Receive Ultimatum: Find Alternative To Medical Marijuana In 30 Days
… Or Else,” DCist, May 31, 2019, available at https://dcist.com/story/19/05/31/some-city-employees-receiveultimatum-find-alternative-to-medical-marijuana-in-30-days-or-else/.
10
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medication because he is in a safety-sensitive job and is thus prohibited from using medical
marijuana.
Emergency and Temporary Legislation
After several District employees who were medical marijuana patients were terminated or
warned about potential termination if they did not find alternative medication, on May 18, 2019,
the Council approved emergency and temporary legislation introduced by Councilmember Grosso.
(Also, on May 28, 2019, Councilmember Grosso introduced the permanent version of the bill.)
The legislation, currently effective, protects medical marijuana patients who are District
government employees from adverse employment actions based on their patient status, unless the
employee was impaired by, used, or possessed marijuana at the place of employment or during
work hours. The legislation excluded jobs for which using medical marijuana would cause an
agency (the employer) to violate a federal law.
At the time, there was not a consensus on the Council as to whether jobs designated as
safety-sensitive should also receive the bill’s employment protections. Therefore, the approved
versions of the emergency and temporary legislation excluded employees in safety-sensitive
positions from the legislation’s employment protections, whereas the permanent version of the
bill, as introduced, included no such exclusion. Several parties, including labor representatives,
made clear to the Committee that they expected further deliberation on the law’s treatment of
safety-sensitive employees and a less blunt solution in the marked-up version of the permanent
legislation than simple exclusion.
Mayor’s Order and Regulations
In the context of press coverage and employee confusion, DCHR conducted a review of its
policies related to marijuana. On September 13, 2019, the Mayor issued Order 2019-081,
“Cannabis Policy, Guidance, and Procedures,” which laid out updated policy on the matter.12 On
September 11, 2020, final regulations were published to implement the provisions of the Order;
subregulatory guidance for safety-sensitive employees had been previously issued.13 To the extent
that any of these provisions are inconsistent with the final legislation that is the subject of this
report, the regulations will need to be updated to conform to the legislation.
The Order and regulations clarified the procedures that District agencies should take with
respect to employees who use medical and recreational marijuana. The Order stated that agencies
may not automatically designate all employees as safety-sensitive; rather, agencies must consider
each position individually. The Order also explicitly stated that agencies “shall not take adverse
employment action against employees or disqualify applicants simply because the employee or
applicant has a medical marijuana card.”

12

Included in Attachment 6 to this report.
Department of Human Resources, “Notice of Final Rulemaking – Suitability,” DC Register, Vol. 67, No. 38,
Published Sept. 11, 2020; and DCHR Issuance I-2020-18, “Marijuana and Safety-sensitive Employees,” and
attachment “Individual Notification of Requirements Drug and Alcohol Testing: Safety-sensitive,” Aug. 31, 2020,
available at https://edpm.dc.gov/issuances/marijuana-and-safety-sensitive-employees/.
13
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For protection and security-sensitive positions, drug testing may only occur upon
reasonable suspicion or post-accident/incident. If an employee fails a post-accident/incident or
reasonable suspicion-based drug test, they are presumed to be impaired at the time of testing,
including medical marijuana patients;14 however, any metabolites test should, if feasible, be paired
with an observation-based impairment test conducted by a trained supervisor.15 The employee may
rebut this presumption with “clear and convincing evidence.”16 The Order, but not the regulations,
provided some further guidance on what “clear and convincing evidence” could entail, but in
practice, this will be up to the various adverse action review officials, including the personnel
authority, any administrative review officer or, if an employee challenges any discipline,
potentially an arbitrator pursuant to a labor agreement’s grievance procedures or an Office of
Employee Appeals administrative judge as part of an appeal to that office.
Safety-sensitive employees are largely excluded from these protections. Safety-sensitive
employees are subject to pre-employment and random drug testing in addition to post-accident and
incident and reasonable suspicion tests. Safety-sensitive employees, including medical marijuana
patients, are presumed to be in violation of District and Federal law if they test positive for THC,
although the regulation states that this presumption may also be overcome with “clear and
convincing” evidence. As noted, the regulations do not provide guidance or examples of what such
evidence could entail.
Both the Order and regulations state that progressive discipline will be used for safetysensitive employees, including medical marijuana patients, who test positive for marijuana during
a random test. For a first offense, the agency will “generally summarily suspend a safety-sensitive
employee for five workdays without pay.”17 Upon the employee’s return to duty following the
suspension, she will be given a drug test before resuming safety-sensitive duties. Subsequent
offenses will generally subject employees to be deemed unsuitable for continued employment in a
safety-sensitive position for one year; agencies will have the option to demote, reassign, to transfer
the employee.18
If a safety-sensitive employee tests positive after an incident or accident, they will be
presumed to have been impaired, and if feasible, a trained supervisor shall perform a reasonable
suspicion observation. Such employees may be subject to removal depending on the totality of the
circumstances.
The regulations and guidance also discuss challenging adverse actions.

6-B DCMR § 429.1.
6-B DCMR § 433.2.
16
6-B DCMR § 429.4.
17
6-B DCMR § 429.2 and see DCHR Issuance I-2020-18, “Marijuana and Safety-sensitive Employees,” Aug. 31,
2020.
18
6-B DCMR § 429.2.
14
15
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The science of marijuana, impairment, and testing
The Committee carefully considered the science behind marijuana, including whether and
how to test for impairment. Many advocates testified in the hearing that individuals should be
judged by their work performance, rather than simply a test for whether they use a legal,
therapeutic substance. The Committee took this recommendation very seriously and set out to
determine how this might be effectuated.
In speaking with experts referred to the Committee by the National Institutes of Health, as
well as reviewing research recommended to us and found independently, the Committee learned a
great deal. It must conclude that it is not currently possible to safely permit safety-sensitive
employees to use medical marijuana.
To sum up the expert advice and research shared with the Committee:19 There is currently
no reliable and objective test for impairment. While many medicines as well as alcohol may be
measured by level, and a certain threshold set below or above which impairment may be inferred,
that is not possible for marijuana. Indeed, several hearing witnesses pointed out that a positive
urinalysis result for marijuana does not indicate impairment, abuse, addiction, or frequency or
amount of use.20 Yet marijuana stays in the body in both blood and urine up to many weeks at a
time, even after cessation in a closed environment.21 This is a key difference from alcohol, which
metabolizes and exits the body usually in a matter of hours.
Furthermore, the impairment effects of marijuana and the time the effects last depend on
the marijuana dose and potency, when it was taken, frequency of use, individual body composition,
and other individual factors.22 Thus, at this time, there is no reliable way to generalize or have a
19

See for example: Bergamschi, et al, “Impact of Prolonged Cannabinoid Excretion in Chronic Daily Cannabis
Smoker’s Blood on Per Se Drugged Driving Laws,” Clinical Chemistry, Vol. 59, No. 3, 2013, pages 519-526
(concluding “Cannabinoids can be detected in blood of chronic daily cannabis smokers during a month of sustained
abstinence. This is consistent with the time course of persisting neurocognitive impairment reported in recent
studies); Bosker, et al., “Psychomotor Function in Chronic Daily Cannabis Smokers during Sustained Abstinence,”
PLOS one, January 2013, Vol. 8, Issue 1 (concluding: “sustained cannabis abstinence moderately improved critical
tracking and divided attention performance in chronic, daily cannabis smokers, but impairment was still observable
compared to controls after 3 weeks of abstinence…”); J. Hirvonen, et al, “Reversible and regionally selective
downregulation of brain cannabinoid CB1 receptors in chronic daily cannabis smokers,” Mol Psychiatry, June 2011,
Vol. 17, No. 6, pp. 642-649 (concluding, “Chronic cannabis (marijuana, hashish) smoking can result in
dependence…”); and Jennan Phillips, et al, “Marijuana in the Workplace: Guidance for Occupational Health
Professionals and Employers,” Joint Guidance Statement of the American Association of Occupational Health
Nurses and the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, Workplace Health and Safety, vol.
63, No. 4, April 2015 (summarizing relevant issues and research, including an appendix with summaries of dozens
of studies).
20
For example, see Tyler McFadden, Testimony of National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), before the Council of the District of Columbia Committee on Labor and Workforce Development,
September 25, 2019, available in Attachment 5, page 2 of the testimony; and Queen Adesuyi, Testimony of Drug
Policy Alliance, before the Council of the District of Columbia Committee on Labor and Workforce Development,
September 25, 2019, available in Attachment 5, page 1 of the testimony.
21
Bergamschi 2013.
22
Jennan Phillips, et al, “Marijuana in the Workplace: Guidance for Occupational Health Professionals and
Employers,” Joint Guidance Statement of the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses and the
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universal threshold or test. Furthermore, individuals may not be aware they are impaired,23 and
because marijuana builds up in the body of frequent users, without time to dissipate before the next
dose, it may cause impairment for weeks after last use. The National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) notes that “Research has shown that marijuana’s negative effects on attention, memory,
and learning can last for days or weeks after the acute effects of the drug wear off, depending on
the person’s history with the drug. Consequently, someone who smokes marijuana daily may be
functioning at a reduced intellectual level most or all of the time.”24
Expert groups, including the National Safety Council, American Association of
Occupational Health Nurses, and American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
conclude that the only safe option is to disallow use of marijuana by safety-sensitive employees.25
Workers’ compensation and liability considerations
The Committee also reviewed information regarding marijuana use and occupational
injuries. A hearing witness advocating for marijuana consumers cited a National Academy of
Sciences review of studies, which stated that there is insufficient or no evidence to support or
refute a statistical association between cannabis use and occupational accidents or injuries.26 Yet
there is a wide range of research on this topic. NIDA cites a study showing increased occupational
injuries and absenteeism among postal workers who tested positive for marijuana.27
Another consideration is the propensity for injury of safety-sensitive employees.
According to the Executive, “Positions are designated as safety-sensitive for two reasons: danger
American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, Workplace Health and Safety, vol. 63, No. 4, April
2015.
23
J.A. Yesavage, “Carry-over effects of marijuana intoxication on aircraft pilot performance: a preliminary report,”
American Journal of Psychiatry, Nov. 1985, Vol. 142, Nov. 11, pages 1325-9 (Abstract: “Ten experienced licensed
private pilots were trained for 8 hours on a flight simulator landing task. They each smoked a cigarette containing 19
mg of delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), and 24 hours later their mean performance on the flight task showed
trends toward impairment on all variables, with significant impairment in number and size of aileron changes, size
of elevator changes, distance off center on landing, and vertical and lateral deviation on approach to landing. Despite
these deficits, the pilots reported no awareness of impaired performance…”).
24
National Institute on Drug Abuse, “How does marijuana use affect school, work, and social life?” last updated
September 2019, available at https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/how-doesmarijuana-use-affect-school-work-social-life.
25
National Safety Council, “Position/Policy Statement: Cannabis Impairment in Safety-sensitive Positions,” Oct. 21,
2019, available at https://www.nsc.org/Portals/0/Documents/NSCDocuments_Corporate/PolicyPositions/Workplace/W-Cannabis%20Impairment%20in%20Safety%20Sensitive%20Positions%20-%20153.pdf;
Jennan Phillips, et al, “Marijuana in the Workplace,” April 2015 (“The Joint Task Force recommends that marijuana
use be closely monitored for all employees in safety-sensitive positions, whether or not covered by federal drugtesting regulations. Best practice would support employers prohibiting marijuana use at work.”); Brendan Adams,
MD, “Marijuana and the Safety-sensitive Worker: A Review for CLRA [Construction Labor Relations-Alberta],”
(summarizing the relevant issues and research and concluding, “The only rational manner in which to proceed is to
prohibit the use of the drug in safety-sensitive tasks…In summary, the use of THC in the safety-sensitive work
place, based on a preponderance of evidence demonstrating significant psychomotor impairment from various
sources, is unacceptable.”).
26
McFadden, 2019, p. 2, footnote 3. (The primary source is available at
http://www.nationalacademies.org/hmd/~/media/Files/Report%20Files/2017/Cannabis-Health-Effects/Cannabisconclusions.pdf.)
27
National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2019.
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to self and danger to others. Just because someone is safety-sensitive would not mean that job class
has a higher or lower injury rate. It is more about the risk of harm and liability/litigation.”28 Even
so, in the District’s experience, the vast majority of workers’ compensation claims are filed by
safety-sensitive employees: They filed 76% of claims in FY2019, 80%, in FY2018, and 80% in
FY2017.29 These figures do not include District of Columbia Public Schools, District of Columbia
Housing Authority, University of the District of Columbia, Metropolitan Police Department sworn
personnel, or Fire and Emergency Medical Services Department sworn personnel.
Because marijuana tests do not indicate impairment, when someone is injured, there is no
way to objectively determine impairment or even how recently it was used. Current DC Code
excludes from workers’ compensation coverage injuries that are “Proximately caused by the
intoxication of the injured employee” (D.C. Official Code §1-623.02(a)(3)). In this context, there
are two possible outcomes that would not be acceptable. One possibility is that a medical marijuana
patient might be eligible for workers’ compensation even if their impairment caused the injury.
On the other hand, an employee could be ineligible for workers’ compensation even if they were
not impaired (but failed a drug test, which as noted, finds use but does not measure impairment).
To forestall these possibilities, and especially to ensure that injured workers don’t lose access to
workers’ compensation benefits and coverage, a prohibition on marijuana use by individuals in
safety-sensitive (high-injury) positions is warranted.
Other states’ laws
Few states provide employment protections to medical marijuana patients, and even fewer
to patients with safety-sensitive positions. As of March 2020, sixteen states protected medical
marijuana patients from adverse employment actions. Of those, eleven states chose not to extend
protections to safety-sensitive workers for risk of harm to people or property.
The eleven states take different approaches to codifying the exclusion of safety-sensitive
workers. Four states explicitly carve out safety-sensitive workers from employment protection
statutes: Arkansas, Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. Two more, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, prohibit safety-sensitive employees from performing their duties with a blood content of
more than 10 nanograms of THC/mL and 3 nanograms of THC/mL, respectively. Given that
marijuana can stay in a patient’s blood for weeks after use, the law in Pennsylvania and West
Virginia effectively preclude safety-sensitive workers from employment protections for off-duty
use. Likewise, Illinois extends workplace protections based on a patient’s status as a cardholder,
but it does not protect from adverse action based on a positive drug test result. As such, safetysensitive workers who are regularly drug tested are effectively precluded from the statute. The
remaining four states (Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, and New York) do not require
accommodations for medical marijuana use if doing so would unreasonably pose a safety risk to
people or property.
Of the five states whose employment protections cover safety-sensitive workers,
impairment is determined by the employee’s supervisor. Generally, these states’ statutes are silent
on how to determine impairment from medical marijuana while on-duty. In drafting this bill,
28
29

Correspondence from the Office of Policy and Legislative Analysis, Dec. 13, 2019.
Correspondence from the Office of Policy and Legislative Analysis, Dec. 13, 2019.
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Committee staff spoke with human resources representatives of public agencies in these states.
Without specifications in the statutes, implementing protections for safety-sensitive employees
who cannot report to work impaired was cited as “tricky” and “unclear.” Delaware and Minnesota,
for example, leave it up to individual state agencies to develop policies for determining
impairment; these policies usually rely on an employer’s “reasonable suspicion” that an employee
is under the influence. Some agencies may require a “Report of Workability” if there is reasonable
suspicion that an employee is impaired.
Some cities, as well, require a Report of Workability or Fit for Duty medical examination
in order for safety-sensitive employees to continue to work. The Drug-free Workplace policies of
Chicago, Portland, and Seattle describe that employees may be required to provide written
documentation that they can safely perform their job duties. However, since Washington state and
Oregon do not have any protections for medical marijuana patients, Seattle and Portland employers
can terminate or refuse to hire any employee simply based on their status as a cardholder if it
believes the prescription is likely to impair the performance of essential job duties.
Relatedly, an employee-side attorney who has handled cases related to marijuana and
employment in other states and who spoke confidentially with the Committee said that clarity is
very important. He advised that it would be better to explicitly exclude employees in safetysensitive jobs rather than to leave it ambiguous, allow individual supervisors to determine
impairment, or leave it to be dealt with in courts.
Application of the ADA and DCHRA
At the time of this writing, there is no case law explicitly providing protections to medical
marijuana patients under the District’s Human Rights Act (DCHRA), which prohibits employment
discrimination on the basis of an employee’s disability, among other things, and is interpreted as
providing protections largely in line with the protections found in the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). The ADA generally protects workers’ use of prescription medicine to treat
their disabilities; however, because marijuana is illegal under federal law, the ADA’s protections
do not extend to individuals with disabilities who use medical marijuana for treatment. The
DCHRA does not explicitly prohibit protection of individuals who use medical marijuana to treat
their disabilities but because courts tend to rely on interpretations of the ADA to interpret the
DCHRA, the rights of medical marijuana users with disabilities under the DCHRA remains
uncertain. Presently, there is also no case law extending the DCHRA’s protections to users of
medical marijuana and at least one court has suggested that the DCHRA, while protecting against
discrimination the basis of disability, does not protect medical marijuana users from termination
under an employer’s anti-drug policy if they test positive for marijuana.30 The Committee takes
no position on interpretation of the DCHRA and does not have jurisdiction over the DCHRA. The
legislation that is subject of this report should be read solely within the context of the CMPA, not
the DCHRA.
30

See Coles v. Harris Teeter, LLC, 217 F. Supp. 3d 185, 188 (D.D.C. 2016). A pending case that may have bearing
is Barber v. District of Columbia, filed October 4, 2019, by the American Civil Liberties Union of DC. See ACLU
District of Columbia, “Barber v. District of Columbia - Defending Employment Rights of a Medical Marijuana
Patient,” October 2019, available at https://www.acludc.org/en/cases/barber-v-district-columbia-defendingemployment-rights-medical-marijuana-patient.
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At least some agencies had been providing accommodations in practice when possible,
albeit not under the legal rubric of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The director of the
Department of Public Works sent the following email in June 2019 to Councilmember Cheh about
that agency’s practice:
12 employees presented medical marijuana cards seeking an accommodation. All are in
safety-sensitive positions. Two of the twelve completed all the paperwork for an ADA
accommodation. As there is no accommodation under the ADA for medical marijuana and
the employees are in a safety-sensitive position we have given the two employees 30 days
in which to find an alternative treatment for their ailment.
During this time the employees can use their leave, sick leave or leave without pay which
is not considered negatively in their work performance. If the employees cannot find an
alternative treatment, or is unwilling to do so, we will attempt to place them in a non-safetysensitive position to which they are qualified. Also, we have instituted the practice of
posting all open positions internally to the agency for 10 days prior to publicly posting
them so our employees have an opportunity to excel. These employees, like all others, can
also apply for one of these positions to which they may be qualified that is not designated
safety-sensitive.
Only one of the two employees have chosen to take this path. The other chose to use an
alternative remedy for his condition.
If the employee does not find alternative treatment, does not apply and is selected for
another position, or we cannot find a non-safety-sensitive position for which he is qualified
to perform we will attempt to work with the Office of Disability Rights for potential
placement in another agency or separate him from DPW and refer him to DOES for
potential assistance in finding other opportunities.
I want to note that this practice is not solely for medical marijuana. This also applies to any
medications that will impair an employee in a safety-sensitive position. The difference is a
prescription for an opioid or other pain medication is limited in time to 30, 60 or 90 days.
After which an employee can resume full duty. Medical marijuana prescriptions are for
one to two years. Backfilling a position for up to 90 days is feasible for operations but
backfilling for a year or longer is not.31

31

Email from Director Chris Geldart to Councilmember Mary Cheh, June 18, 2019, text provided to Committee
staff.
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B. Committee Print
The committee print makes several changes to the introduced legislation. Like the
introduced bill, the print provides protection from adverse employment action to medical
marijuana patients who are District government employees. Also, like the introduced bill, the print
places limitations on employment protections by specifying that an employee may not be impaired
by, use, or possess marijuana at the place of employment or during work hours, and that protections
will not apply if compliance would result in a violation of federal law or jeopardize federal funds.
Like the emergency and temporary legislation in effect currently (but unlike the permanent bill as
introduced), the print also specifies that the employment protections do not apply to employees in
safety-sensitive positions. The print goes further than the introduced bill in order to afford as much
opportunity as possible for workers to retain their employment. The print refines the definition of
“safety-sensitive” to ensure it is not overly broad and grants certain information, rights, and
accommodations to employees.
Definition of “safety-sensitive” position
A key element of this legislation is the definition of a “safety-sensitive” position. This has
been the subject of many concerns and complaints to the Committee. The Committee thus
conducted a very close review of the definition, previously contained only in regulations.32 The
Committee is both codifying the definition and refining it in several ways.
•

Original definition: The term “safety-sensitive” means a position with duties or
responsibilities that if performed while under the influence of drugs or alcohol could lead
to a lapse of attention that could cause actual, immediate and permanent physical injury or
loss of life to self and others.

•

Committee print: The term “safety-sensitive” means a position where it is reasonably
foreseeable that if the employee performs the position’s routine duties while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, the employee could suffer a lapse of attention or other
temporary deficit that would likely cause actual, immediate, and serious bodily injury or
loss of life to self or others.

To a lay reader, the definition is narrowed, although the Committee does not anticipate
different practical application; that is, we do not expect that the narrower definition will result in
positions currently justifiably designated as safety-sensitive to no longer meet the definition. To
the extent there are such changes, the earlier designation most likely went beyond the spirit of the
original definition.
There are multiple components to the definition: which duties may drive a safety-sensitive
designation, how likely it is that impairment could result in injury, and the level of injury that could
occur.
32

This is true for the definition as applied to most employees; however, the Child and Youth, Safety and Health
Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004 (CYSHA), which established a drug and alcohol testing program for District
employees who work with children, contained a definition of safety-sensitive.
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On the first point, the updated definition is narrowed to “routine” duties. These are duties
that are commonplace and performed as a regular course of established procedure. They are not
rare or unpredictable. The Committee decided not to use the term “regular” duties, as those are
performed on an established frequency or interval, which is not intended here.
Second, the likelihood that injury could occur if the routine duties are performed while
impaired must not be negligible. Nor is injury entirely predictable. It is impossible to quantify a
general and numerical probability of the risk. The print provides that it is “reasonably foreseeable”
that injury could occur under these circumstances. The original definition stated only that
impairment “could” occur and that injury “could” result, which might be interpreted as even a very
rare, infinitesimal, or purely hypothetical possibility.
Finally, the print provides that the possible resulting injury would be “actual, immediate,
and serious bodily injury.” The original definition used the term “actual, immediate, and
permanent physical injury.” The term “serious bodily injury” used in the print instead of
“permanent” is defined in the well-regarded legal dictionary Black’s Law Dictionary, and thus will
be a good guide for interpretation.33 The Committee was also concerned that medical expertise
would sometimes be needed to determine if a potential injury would be “permanent.”
Protections from adverse action
The print creates a new Title XX-E of the CMPA, “Medical Marijuana Program Patient
Protections.” This title provides protections from adverse employment action on two bases: first,
the print prohibits adverse action based on the status of an employee as a “qualifying patient.” The
print introduces a new definition of “qualifying patient,” to specify that such a patient is actively
registered with the medical marijuana program of the District or the employee’s jurisdiction of
residence.
Second, the print prohibits adverse action based on a positive drug test for marijuana
components or metabolites. However, the bill explicitly states that these protections do not apply
if an employee used, possessed, or was impaired by marijuana at the place of work or during work
hours.
Coverage and exclusions
The adverse action prohibition applies to all employees covered by the CMPA.34 There
are two exclusions: first, if compliance would cause an agency to violate a federal law or regulation
or jeopardize federal funding. Because marijuana, including medical marijuana, is still an illegal
33

“Serious bodily injury is “A serious physical impairment of the human body; esp., bodily injury that creates a
substantial risk of death or that causes serious, permanent disfigurement or protracted loss or impairment of the
function of any body part or organ. Typically, the fact-finder must decide in any given case whether the injury meets
this general standard. Generally, an injury meets this standard if it creates a substantial risk of fatal consequences or,
when inflicted, constitutes mayhem.”
34
Some independent agencies or entities are exempt from CMPA coverage, such as the Office of the Chief Financial
Officer, Public Service Commission, and Not-for-Profit Hospital Corporation; therefore, these entities are not
covered by this legislation.
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substance under federal law, many federal regulations governing safety, such as those governing
jobs that require a commercial driver’s license, explicitly prohibit its use.
The second exclusion is of safety-sensitive positions. As discussed above, there is no
risk-free or guaranteed safe way to allow safety-sensitive employees to utilize marijuana,
particularly without an objective test for impairment. Marijuana binds to cells such that a chronic
user may be impaired for weeks after last use. Tolerance is never complete, and daily use can affect
cognitive functioning at a reduced level all the time. Further, users may not be aware they are
impaired. The National Safety Council and other leading health and safety organizations
recommend that safety-sensitive employees do not use marijuana at any time. Some studies show
that use of marijuana is associated with increased occupational injuries. Additionally, the
Committee wants to ensure that workers’ compensation is available to injured workers, but a
worker is ineligible if an injury is caused by impairment. Further, safety-sensitive employees are
most prone to workplace injuries: 80 percent of workers’ compensation claims among District
government employees are from safety-sensitive employees.35 Finally, the Executive’s clear
position is to exempt safety-sensitive positions from the employment protections.
The Committee print clarifies that employees of the Council, which is not an “agency” as
defined by the CMPA, are covered by these employment protections. The Council does not
currently have suitability designations, so the Committee expects that there will be no exclusions
from these protections. The Council will have its own rulemaking authority, as is standard
practice.
Right to information: designation, explanation, and rights
The print requires that safety-sensitive employees receive several pieces of information
and notice of their rights under this legislation.
Under new language in the print, employees will have the right to know if their position is
designated safety-sensitive. Under recent regulations, job descriptions are already required to have
this information, and the print codifies this by requiring position descriptions to state if a job is
safety-sensitive. The print further provides that agencies must inform employees if the position
will be newly designated as safety-sensitive at least 30 days prior to the change.
Many employees and labor representatives reported to the Committee concerns about
certain positions’ designation as safety-sensitive. Some designations of jobs as safety-sensitive
were questionable to the Committee, indicating the need for further explanation of the designation.
Under the print, safety-sensitive employees will have the right to request from their agency a
written explanation of the reasons and factors justifying the designation, and the relevant specific
routine job duties and circumstances. The agency must provide employees with this explanation
within 10 business days of the request. This requirement may be satisfied by inclusion of the
justification in the job’s position description, which is best practice. If agencies do this, employees
won’t need to make a request for the explanation. Agencies must already conduct this analysis in
35

The portion of workers’ compensation claims filed by safety-sensitive employees was 76.11% in FY2019,
80.10%, in FY2018, and 80.20% in FY2017. These figures do not include DCPS, DCHA, UDC, or MPD or FEMS
sworn personnel (Correspondence from the Office of Policy and Legislative Analysis, Dec. 13, 2019).
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order to make the designation; under the print, employees will be able to obtain this analysis in
writing.
Agencies must also inform employees of their rights under this legislation. A new hire shall
be informed on or before the date of hire, and an incumbent employee shall be informed within 30
calendar days of the effective date of this Act. An employee in a position to be newly designated
as safety-sensitive shall be informed of their rights at least 30 calendar days before the designation
change takes effect.
The print affords these rights to notice of designation and rights under the law to Council
employees, as well. However, the Council does not currently have employee designations and
thus there are no safety-sensitive employees. Should the Council initiate designations in the future,
these rights will apply to Council employees.
Right to appeal of safety-sensitive designation
New in the print, safety-sensitive employees may appeal their position’s designation, first
to their personnel authority and then to the Office of Employee Appeals (OEA). (However, the
OEA appeals process is subject to funding and will not be effective until at least October 1, 2021.)
Several unions testified that they would like employees to have the right to challenge the
designation of positions as safety-sensitive. Previously, employees or unions may challenge
designations through an informal process, and new regulations established a more formal process.36
This legislation codifies an appeal process and includes additional provisions to ensure fairness
and objectivity.
The Committee includes the OEA, an external, independent agency, in this process to
ensure fairness in the review of the designation. Some employees and labor unions expressed
concern about the fairness of an appeal process involving only the chain of authority within the
Executive branch. OEA is also experienced in employee appeals as it has jurisdiction over a
variety of cases, including some involving adverse actions against medical marijuana patients.
The employee’s appeal must be filed within 45 business days of a triggering event, which
follows the timeline of other grievances under the CMPA.37 This right will be available after
specific events: the effective date of the legislation, notification to an employee that their position
will be newly designated as safety-sensitive, and when an employee becomes a qualifying patient.
Becoming a qualifying patient does not have a bearing on a position’s designation, as
positions are determined to be safety-sensitive based on the job duties, as opposed to the person
holding the position. One could argue that this should not be a time when an appeal should be
allowed. However, there would be no need—or even recognition of the need—for an employee
in a safety-sensitive job who is not a medical marijuana patient to file an appeal. Therefore, the
Committee print ensures that when that situation changes and such a need for reevaluation arises,
that the option is available to the employee.
36

D.C. Department of Human Resources, “Notice of Final Rulemaking – Suitability,” DC Register, Vol. 67, No. 38,
Published Sept. 11, 2020.
37
See D.C. Code § 1–616.53(b).
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The print specifies that a safety-sensitive employee may not appeal their position
designation solely because they failed a job-related drug test or is facing an adverse action related
to failure of a job-related drug test. Under existing rules, safety-sensitive employees are prohibited
from using marijuana. Employees who are qualifying patients and in safety-sensitive jobs are
obligated to inform their agency if they are a qualifying patient at the time they become a patient
or their job becomes safety-sensitive.38 Therefore, employees should file an appeal at that time. If
they withhold this information, in violation of the rules, but could still file an appeal when they
are “caught” by failing a drug test, they may be incentivized to put safety at risk by continuing to
work in a safety-sensitive job while using marijuana. Therefore, appeals must be filed before
performing any safety-sensitive work while using medical marijuana.
The first step of the appeal procedure is for an employee to file a written petition with the
employee’s personnel authority (PA),39 explaining the reasons why the position does not meet the
definition of “safety-sensitive.” The PA must issue a written determination within 30 calendar
days of receiving the petition. The determination must state the reasons for a grant or denial of
the petition. If the petition is granted, the PA will work with the agency to redesignate the petition.
If the petition is denied, the employee may appeal to OEA within 30 calendar days; however, if
the PA determination is issued before this section of the bill is funded (effective in law), employees
may file the appeal to OEA within 30 days of the applicability (funding) of this section.
The OEA procedure will be similar to other appeals handled by the office. To avoid
confusion between appeals of safety-sensitive designation and appeals of final agency actions, the
print creates a new section of the CMPA (603a), Appeals of Safety-Sensitive Designations, that
largely mirrors the existing appeals procedures laid out in Section 603, Appeals Procedures. There
are a few differences.
Like OEA’s other cases, a hearing examiner will issue an initial decision, and an employee
may appeal that decision to the OEA Board. The print codifies language that the OEA review will
not defer to the agency’s designation and that the responding personnel authority must establish
that the position meets the definition of “safety-sensitive” by a preponderance of the evidence.
OEA follows these practices currently in appeals of agency actions.40 The print also includes new
language that is intended to discourage delays on the part of parties; it authorizes a hearing
examiner to draw inferences against an offending party if the examiner determines the party
engaged in actions intended to cause delay and such actions contributed to the need for an
extension of the timeline.

38

See DCHR Issuance I-2020-18, “Marijuana and Safety-sensitive Employees,” and attachment “Individual
Notification of Requirements Drug and Alcohol Testing: Safety-sensitive,” Aug. 31, 2020, available at
https://edpm.dc.gov/issuances/marijuana-and-safety-sensitive-employees/.
39
DCHR is the personnel authority for most agencies subordinate to the Mayor. Some subordinate agencies have
independent personnel authority. Independent agencies serve as their own personnel authorities, although some
enter into MOUs with DCHR, which then acts as their personnel authority (sometimes called “program
administrator”). At the Council, each Councilmember is their office’s personnel authority, while central staff fall
under the chairman’s personnel authority.
40
The “preponderance of the evidence” standard is included in OEA’s regulations at 6-B DCMR §428, Burden of
Proof.
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The timelines of the designation appeals process are shortened, as the Committee
anticipates these will be less time-intensive than other OEA cases. A hearing examiner must issue
an initial decision within 60 business days, unless a hearing is called for, extending the timeframe
to 90 days for an initial decision. A decision of the hearing examiner will be final if no appeal is
filed within 15 business days of the examiner’s decision. If an employee files a petition for review
of the initial decision, the Board must issue a final decision within 60 business days. A decision
of the OEA board will be final and not subject to judicial review, unlike in other OEA cases,
because the court system is not the appropriate forum for suitability designation reviews.
This procedure for a designation appeal shall be superseded by a collective bargaining
agreement that allows an employee to challenge a safety-sensitive designation pursuant to that
negotiated appeal procedure.
Reasonable accommodation
In an effort to ensure that the use of medical marijuana is treated as much as possible like
other medications would be, the Committee print establishes a right to reasonable accommodation
to all qualifying patients—even those who are safety-sensitive.
The print makes clear that an accommodation would not be reasonable if it causes an
“undue hardship” on the employing agency; if it would retain or place the employee in a safetysensitive position or to perform such duties; or if would cause the employer to commit a violation
of federal law, rules, or contract or to risk federal funding.
The Committee intentionally drew upon definitions and terminology from the federal
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in describing the reasonable accommodation process41
because it is the Committee’s intent that when agencies accommodate employees’ use of medical
marijuana under this law, agencies will follow the well-known reasonable accommodation
framework that has been established through agency guidance and case-law under the ADA and
the District of Columbia Human Rights Act (DCHRA).42 The ADA and DCHRA provide for an
individualized, interactive process by which an employee and employer work together to find an
accommodation. As such, the committee print, read in combination with this report, provides for
such framework. The print also permits a reasonable accommodation process initiated under the
ADA or DCHRA to be combined with the one initiated under the CMPA. It is important to point
out that although the ADA and DCHRA require the District to reasonably accommodate the
disability of a District employee, the print explicitly requires the accommodation of the employee’s
medical marijuana use.
As expressed above, the Committee takes no position as to whether the DCHRA extends
its protections to the use of medical marijuana. Nevertheless, the print makes clear that to the extent
41

For example, the print cites to the ADA for the definition of “undue hardship,” which is spelled out in a lengthy
guidance by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). See Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, “Enforcement Guidance on Reasonable Accommodation and Undue Hardship under the ADA,” Issued
Oct. 17, 2002, available at https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/enforcement-guidance-reasonable-accommodationand-undue-hardship-under-ada.
42
Ibid.
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the DCHRA or other laws provide relief to an aggrieved employee, the employee may pursue such
relief—employees are not limited to relief under the CMPA.
Examples of possible accommodations include removing driving from one’s job duties (if
such a duty is non-essential), changing work hours, or transfer of a safety-sensitive employee to a
non-safety-sensitive position should one be available. It is important to note that, as under the
ADA and DCHRA, the right to reasonable accommodation is not a guarantee of accommodation.
That is, an accommodation would not be reasonable if another position is not open or the employee
is not qualified for an open position. It would not be reasonable to change the “essential functions”
of a position.43 These details are discussed at length in the EEOC guidance.
The right to reasonable accommodation would be enforced through the standard CMPA
processes, which may, depending on the circumstances, include a grievance (as per D.C. Code §
1–616.52) or an appeal to OEA (D.C. Code § 1–606.03). For example, if an employee were subject
to a 10-day suspension or a termination—which are two types of cases for which OEA has
authority to hear appeals—the employee could assert as part of his or her appeal that the employing
agency did not provide an accommodation when one was available.
Conforming amendments
The Committee print makes conforming changes to several areas of Code that establish
drug and alcohol testing programs for specific groups of employees, including drivers of
commercial motor vehicles; employees of the Department of Behavioral Health, Commission on
Mental Health Services, and Department of Corrections; and employees who work with children
and youth. These amendments require treatment of qualifying patients in compliance with the
requirements of the new CMPA Title XX-E, the Medical Marijuana Program Patient Employment
Protections.
The print also makes additional changes to the Child and Youth, Safety and Health
Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004 (CYSHA), which itself amended the CMPA. The law
established a drug and alcohol testing program for District employees who work with children.
The Committee print amends CYSHA to remove its separate definition of “safety-sensitive” and
therefore rely on the same definition used in the broader CMPA under this print, and which will
be applicable to all employees. These amendments thus standardize the definition of “safetysensitive” across the District workforce.
Finally, the amendments to CYSHA clarify that private providers who contract with the
District to provide employees to work in safety-sensitive positions are not required to comply with
Title XX-E, which includes the reasonable accommodation protection. The private sector is not
covered by this legislation, and this amendment maintains that distinction.

43

“Essential functions” is a term of art used in the ADA context. See EEOC, “Enforcement Guidance on Reasonable
Accommodation and Undue Hardship under the ADA,” 2002.
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Rulemaking
Current law states that the Mayor shall issue regulations for all employees of the District
on CMPA Title XX, which is the safety and health chapter (D.C. Official Code 1-604.04(a)) and
which forms the basis of the suitability rules. The committee print updates this section of law to
include in the Mayor’s regulatory authority other suitability titles in the CMPA, specifically Titles
XX-B (Mandatory Drug and Alcohol Testing of Certain Employees of the Department of Human
Services and the Commission on Mental Health Services), XX-C (Mandatory Drug and Alcohol
Testing for Certain Employees Who Serve Children), XX-D (Criminal History Inquiries), and XXE (created by this legislation and containing the marijuana program patient protections). However,
the Council will have independent rulemaking authority for the new sections created by this
legislation.
II.

LEGISLATIVE CHRONOLOGY

May 28, 2019

B23-309, “Medical Marijuana Program Patient Employment Protection
Amendment Act of 2019” was introduced by Councilmember Grosso and
co-introduced by 5 members and co-sponsored by 3 members.

May 28, 2019

B23-309 was referred to the Committee on Labor and Workforce
Development.

June 7, 2019

Notice of intent to act on B23-309 was published in the D.C. Register.

June 21, 2019

Notice of public hearing on B23-309 was published in the D.C. Register.

Sept. 25, 2019

The Committee on Labor and Workforce Development held a public
hearing on B22-0401.

XXX

Consideration and vote on B23-309 by the Committee on Labor and
Workforce Development.

III.

POSITION OF THE EXECUTIVE

At the hearing on Sept. 25, 2019, Ventris Gibson, Director of the DC Department of Human
Resources, provided testimony. She testified that the bill is unnecessary because appropriate
policy related to medical marijuana program participation by DC government employees has been
implemented in Mayor’s Order 2019-81. That order makes clear that safety-sensitive employees
may not participate in the program. Yet, Director Gibson’s testimony recommended that if the
Council moves forward on B23-309, the bill be amended to exclude safety-sensitive employees,
as was done in the emergency and temporary versions of the legislation. The director’s testimony
is further summarized in Section V.B.2 of this report.
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IV.

COMMENTS OF ADVISORY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSIONS

The Committee received comments from 3 Advisory Neighborhood Commissioners. A
commissioner for ANC8E testified in favor, while the other two commissioners (for ANC 3D and
8C) did not state a specific position on the bill. Their comments are summarized in Section V.B.1
of this report.
V.

HEARING RECORD AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

The Committee on Labor and Workforce Development held a public hearing on B23-309
on Wednesday, September 25, 2019, at 11:00 a.m.44
A. Opening Statement
Committee Chair Elissa Silverman made an opening statement, as prepared:
Good morning. I am At-Large Councilmember Elissa Silverman, Chair of the Committee
on Labor and Workforce Development. Today is Wednesday, September 25, and the time
is now 11:07am. We are in room 500 of the John A. Wilson Building. I’m calling to order
this meeting of the Committee on Labor and Workforce Development.
Today we are holding a hearing to discuss two measures. B23-0266, the “Prohibition of
Marijuana Testing Act of 2019,” initially introduced by my Ward 8 colleague
Councilmember Trayon White. This bill would prohibit pre-employment testing for
marijuana in both the public and private sector, with some exceptions. I think the title of
this bill has created a bit of confusion: It does not eliminate drug testing for marijuana
entirely. In plain English, if this bill was enacted an employer could not drug test for
marijuana use until an employee starts work, though some types of work such as in public
safety and heavy machinery operation, are excepted. Currently employers can drug test for
marijuana use after a job offer is made to an applicant. This measure was co-introduced by
at-large colleagues Anita Bonds and David Grosso and Ward 3 Councilmember Mary
Cheh. It is co-sponsored by at-large colleague Robert White and myself, as well as Ward
1 CM Brianne Nadeau, Ward 5 CM Kenyan McDuffie, Ward 6 CM Charles Allen, and
Ward 7 CM Vincent Gray.
The second measure under consideration is B23-0309, the “Medical Marijuana Program
Patient Employment Protection Amendment Act of 2019,” initially introduced by my AtLarge colleague and committee member David Grosso. B23-309 seeks to protect District
government employees from discrimination due to participation in the medical marijuana
program. An emergency version of this bill was enacted that again carved out exception
for a category of District workers known as “safety-sensitive.” These are similar jobs to
the exceptions in the other bill. We’ll get into the specifics in the hearing.

44

The hearing also covered B23-266, “Prohibition of Marijuana Testing Act of 2019.”
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What is permissible when it comes to marijuana use in our city is not straightforward, and
it is easy to be confused about what is allowable and what isn’t. It is especially confusing
for employers and employees, and I want to emphasize that this is what this hearing will
focus on. You can use your three or five minutes however you wish, though I warn
everyone I will reign you in to focus specifically on how marijuana use impacts
employment.
In other words, please don’t make me reign you in.
A big factor which makes us different from the other dozen or so states that have legalized
marijuana use among adults is that Congress has prohibited us from full tax and regulation
of marijuana. Whether you agree or disagree with marijuana legalization, we as a city
should be able to make the decision about our public policy. This is why the cause of
Statehood is so important.
Now I will attempt to correctly characterize where we are with our marijuana law. We have
put in place a medical marijuana program, in which participants receive a doctor’s
prescription and we have regulated the participants, growers and dispensers of medical
marijuana.
The District also decriminalized and legalized recreational marijuana use for adults, yet as
mentioned Congress has handcuffed us in the regulation and legal sales, unlike in the other
states that have done so. Decriminalization, at least in my opinion, was a very easy decision
given the stark racial disparities – the high arrest rate of black residents compared to white
residents for marijuana possession.
Legalization started through a voter initiative that was approved by voters and codified by
the Council and signed by the mayor. Our law allows adult residents to use marijuana
recreationally, to grow marijuana at home, and to exchange limited amounts. Again, as
mentioned, our lack of statehood means Congress can bigfoot and block full regulation and
taxation. The mayor is currently promoting a bill that would address this. My committee
colleague David Grosso has also introduced similar legislation. And again, that is not the
issue before us today.
The issue before us today is how to deal with marijuana use, both medicinal and
recreational, when it comes to the workplace. As Labor Chair, one of the top issues I hear
from employers, union leaders, and training providers how much of a barrier marijuana
testing is to employment.
Many of our residents believe that because it’s legal to use, they won’t be drug tested or
that drug testing for marijuana is not permitted. That is not the case. There are very
legitimate reasons employers drug test, even for marijuana, including public safety and
insurance issues.
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Many people have asked me where I stand on these bills. I am open-minded. My goal is to
find the right balance to protect the health and safety of all of us and to protect people’s
individual rights.
I will be listening closely to everyone who testifies and reading all the written testimony
as well of those who could not come in person. Not surprising, I have a lot of questions, as
do employers and employees in the District.
I want to hear from industry experts. Whether you are in construction, security, hospitality,
or retail, I want to hear how marijuana affects your workplaces. How would these bills
affect your ability to run your business? Are there public safety concerns?
I want to hear from those that know how marijuana affects the body and mind.
I want to hear from community and labor groups about the effects of marijuana testing on
the employment of DC residents.
This is a difficult issue not only for the District, but for cities and states across the county.
The pre-employment testing ban introduced by my colleague CM Trayon White would be
the third of its kind in the country, with neither of the other two in effect yet. We don’t yet
have best practices. But what we do have is a host of qualified witnesses and an opportunity
to educate ourselves.
I am excited to hear from these individuals. I am excited to get informed.
Councilmember David Grosso also made an opening statement, as prepared:
Thank you, Councilmember Silverman, for convening this important hearing.
The past two decades have brought a sea change in how we, as a government and as a
society, view marijuana or cannabis. First, voters in the District of Columbia recognized
the medical value of marijuana by referendum in 1999. Although Congressional
interference delayed us from acting on the voters’ will, the government was eventually able
to establish the medical marijuana program at the Department of Health, and it has been
operating for almost a decade.
More recently, in 2013 the Council decriminalized the possession and use of marijuana for
recreational purposes. Then, voters spoke again in 2014 to take that policy farther and
explicitly legalize possession, use, limited home grow, and gifting of recreational
marijuana.
Today, in 2019, the Mayor, Council, and voters are all on the same page about the need to
establish a regulatory structure for the sale and purchase of recreational marijuana. The
only thing that stands in our way is Congress. It is only a matter of time before recreational
marijuana is treated essentially the same as alcohol in D.C., and we see the rest of the
country also moving in that direction.
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Unfortunately, our employment laws and policies have not kept up with these changes.
This has resulted in mixed messages to the community: “sure, go ahead and use marijuana
legally, but good luck getting a job or keeping it,” if you are in certain industries or
positions. This is especially disturbing in the case of medical marijuana patients who are
simply seeking treatment. But it is also unjust for recreational marijuana users, who are
subject to a double standard when we compare their drug of choice to alcohol users.
We are telling residents that they can go home on the weekend, or even after-hours on a
work day, and get black-out drunk with no consequences for their employment. If that
same person were to smoke just part of a joint instead, they would be putting their job at
risk. Adding to this bias is that these policies are not applied equally across job categories.
Let’s be honest—people in higher-up positions like agency directors, chief financial
officers, or managing partners are not being randomly tested for marijuana. No, we are
talking about mostly working class and low-income workers. Mostly African American
workers. As we have fixed one racial disparity—of arrests for marijuana—we have let
another one flourish.
Our thinking on marijuana from a criminal justice perspective has evolved. But our
thinking on marijuana from an employment justice perspective is stuck in the last century.
It is time this Council and this government to show leadership and pass a comprehensive
bill that modernizes our employment laws, for both the public and private sector, and for
both medical marijuana patients and recreational marijuana users.
B. Hearing testimony
1. Public Witnesses
Several witnesses provided testimony regarding B23-309. A summary of their written
and/or oral remarks follows, with witness numbers referring to the witness list provided in
attachment 4. (Note that the hearing covered two pieces of legislation; B23-309, the subject of
this report, and B23-266. Many witnesses testified on both bills or on the topic of marijuana
generally, while some testified only on one bill. Only comments applicable to B23-309 or related
discussion are summarized here.)
Witness 1. James Greer, Chairman, National Drug and Alcohol Screening Association.
Mr. Greer’s written testimony concerned only B23-266, not B23-309; however, Councilmembers
asked him several questions about drug testing and related matters. Mr. Greer’s association
members include drug testing providers, substance abuse professionals, and employers. He
testified that there is “currently no credible test on the market to determine a person’s level of
impairment [due to THC].” The tests determine if there are metabolites present, and while they
can measure the level of metabolites, that level does not indicate whether someone is impaired or
how recently the drug was ingested.
Mr. Greer also stated that employers have a right to be a drug free workplace and that there
is “no discrimination when a drug free workplace policy is known by applicants and enforced
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consistently and in a non-discriminatory manner.” He also testified that “requiring certain
employees to be drug free while others not will cause confusion. Arbitrary enforcement requires
employees to impose drug testing requirements that may be considered discriminatory and unfair.”
Regarding testing of government employees in the medical marijuana program, he suggested
excluding safety-sensitive employees, such as police officers. He also mentioned some highprofile accidents in which a driver or train conductor were found to have marijuana in their
systems.
Witness 2. Tyler McFadden, Political Associate, National Organization for the Reform
of Marijuana Laws (NORML). Ms. McFadden testified in support of B23-309. Her organization
advocates on behalf of cannabis consumers, including medical patients. She cited research
indicating that urinalysis drug screening is unnecessary and ineffective, that employees who
“consume cannabis while away from the job do not present any greater safety risk compared to
non-users,” and that employees who test positive are “no more likely to be involved in occupational
accidents as compared to those who test negative.” She noted that the “psychotropic effects” of
cannabis have worn off even if a drug test indicates the presence of metabolites. That is, the test
does not indicate recent use, abuse, addiction, or impairment. Ms. McFadden testified that it is
discriminatory to impose workplace policies against cannabis users, especially those who use the
drug in compliance with medical laws. She listed 15 states that provide “various workplace
protections for qualified medical cannabis patients,” and 3 states that protect the rights of
employees who use cannabis away from the workplace. Finally, she recommended that employers
and lawmakers stop relying on conventional drug tests for cannabis and instead utilize
performance-based testing when there is reasonable suspicion of impairment.
Her organization opposes blood, saliva, or urine tests for marijuana, including for police
officers or airline pilots, but instead recommends relying on tests for impairment. The current urine
tests are for the presence of THC metabolites, but the rate of metabolization varies by individual
based on one’s own metabolism, and so the level of metabolites will vary by individual. She stated
that the science around urine tests is 50 years old and has nothing to do with impairment. While
breathalyzers are in development, long-term users of marijuana may develop tolerance such that
they do not have cognitive impairment.
She stated any tests should be performance based and recommended two tablet or
smartphone applications, DRUID and Alert Meter, to indicate cognitive impairment. They are
good tools and are in use in many workplaces where they have reduced workplace accidents and
workers compensation payments. The tests will also show cognitive impairment due to other
factors, such as alcohol or sleep deprivation.
Witness 3. Olivia Naugle, Legislative Coordinator, Marijuana Policy Project. Ms.
Naugle testified in favor of B23-309. Ms. Naugle’s organization opposes prohibition of marijuana.
She testified that numerous states have passed laws with anti-discrimination protections for
medical marijuana patients, and that 14 of the 33 states that allow medical marijuana either have
explicit employment protections in law or court rulings in favor of employees. She recommended
that the District “explicitly protect medical cannabis patients from employment discrimination
based on their status as a medical cannabis patient or for failing a pre-employment or employerrelated drug screening.” She opposed blood or urine tests for marijuana because they don’t
correlate with impairment and recommended that tests be performance-based.
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Witness 4. Queen Adesuyi, Policy Coordinator, Drug Policy Alliance. Ms. Adesuyi
testified in favor of B23-309. Her organization works to end the war on drugs, reduce the harm
associated with drug use, and reduce the harm associated with prohibition and criminalization. Ms.
Adesuyi testified that a positive urinalysis for THC does not tell whether someone has a substance
use disorder or is impaired. Drug tests for THC only identify the presence of metabolites and
marijuana can remain in the body for weeks after use. She noted that the purpose of drug testing
is to determine impairment at work, but marijuana tests reveal if someone used marijuana in the
previous weeks, which is “of little use to employers.” Additionally, because marijuana is legal in
the District, “Adults should not be subjected to intrusive, overly broad testing and potentially
punished for consuming a legal substance….” Ms. Adesuyi testified that drug testing for
marijuana is a “barrier that locks people out of career paths.” On medical marijuana specifically,
she pointed to several states that have laws that protect medical marijuana patients from
employment discrimination. In addition to recommending that the District protect patients from
employment discrimination, she recommends that the Council request employers provide
reasonable accommodations for patients. In sum, Ms. Adesuyi testified that testing for marijuana
stems from a place of bias against marijuana users and that there is a stigma attached to the drug
even though it is used to treat medical problems. Further, one’s status as a marijuana patient does
not make him or her more or less likely to perform poorly. Rather, performance should be
evaluated “holistically and, in good faith, with reasonable suspicion or evidence to suggest that an
employee is incapable of effectively or safely performing their job requirements.” She
recommends using alternative methods to determine employees’ capability to perform tasks, such
as ongoing performance evaluation or performance-based tests that could indicate impairment.
Witness 8. Michael Perloff, Public Service Fellow, American Civil Liberties Union of
the District of Columbia. Mr. Perloff testified in support of B23-309 stating that “this legislation
affirms the commonsense rule that employees should not be punished simply for using a
medication.”
First, he testified about safety-sensitive job classifications. His testimony noted that
District agencies still categorize many jobs as safety-sensitive and that the District prevents
employees in those jobs from using medical marijuana outside of work. He criticized the Mayor’s
Order for not providing clear protections for employees in safety-sensitive jobs. He noted that
because agencies determine which jobs are safety-sensitive, it gives them discretion over whether
workplace protections apply to their own employees, and that invites abuse. He provided several
examples of jobs, such as clerical assistants, that would appear to be “extreme interpretations.” He
recommended that the District narrow the exemptions.
Second, Mr. Perloff’s testimony discussed problems with urinalysis tests, including
invasion of privacy, discrimination, and forcing workers to make impossible choices. He testified
against using urinalysis tests because they detect THC metabolites that can remain in an
employee’s system for weeks [after using marijuana]. This means the District is relying on past
consumption as a proxy for current impairment, which completely prohibits safety-sensitive
workers from using medical marijuana. Testing allows employers to have a say over what
employees do in their spare time, and this gives employers a “veto” over whether employees can
use their medicine. Employees who partake in other behaviors are not treated in the same way.
Policies that prevent safety-sensitive employees from using medical marijuana in their spare time
mean the District is assuming those employees are so irresponsible they are unable to fulfill their
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duties effectively while taking their medication. That assumption is not made for other medicines
or even alcohol; the District should treat medical marijuana like any other medication.
The ACLU-DC “opposes all random drug tests because they constitute unwarranted
violations of workers’ privacy and liberty.” Random tests force employees to choose between
their health and their jobs. Further, urinalysis tests reinforce the stereotype that medical marijuana
users are irresponsible and thus cannot be trusted to hold a safety-sensitive job. He compared
treatment of marijuana users with users of other drugs that can cause problems such as drowsiness
and noted that alcohol users are not banned from holding safety-sensitive jobs. Other employees
may be assessed based on performance, and medical marijuana patients should not be treated
differently. He recommended that the District determine impairment based on performance rather
than on recent use. He pointed to the DRUID app to test reaction time, decision-making motor
tracking, and balance.
Finally, Mr. Perloff testified about seven states’ laws that protect medical marijuana
patients from adverse employment action because they tested positive on a drug test, unless they
were impaired, used marijuana on the job, or were prohibited by federal law or regulation. These
laws do not have carve-outs for safety-sensitive employees.
Witness 9, Kings Floyd, Co-Chair, DC Metro ADAPT. Ms. Floyd’s organization supports
the rights of individuals with disabilities. She did not have written testimony and did not explicitly
support either bill. She is a medical marijuana patient. Ms. Floyd has chronic disabilities, including
muscular dystrophy, scoliosis, epilepsy, and others. Ms. Floyd spoke about how she tried other
drugs first, but after moving to the District tried marijuana. It has been a “life-changing” drug for
her, allowing her to be more physically active and more independent. She also talked about fear of
retaliation from employers causing people with disabilities to refrain from applying to jobs.
Witness 12. Christopher Hawthorne, Commission, ANC8E05. Mr. Hawthorne is an
Advisory Neighborhood Commission in Ward 8 and previously was a labor leader in District
government. He testified in support of B23-309. He requested more teeth in enforcement because
it isn’t clear what discipline an employee may be subject to. The bill prohibits discrimination due
to failure to pass a test. He has received calls from District government workers let go for failing
to pass a drug test despite being a medical marijuana patient. He stated that agencies secretly alter
the job descriptions of workers to say they are drivers so that they can test for marijuana, even
though those workers do not drive for work. Yet these individuals were terminated or suspended.
The agencies pointed to language that they perform “other duties as assigned” in order to test for
marijuana. He requested the bill be amended to provide retroactive relief for medical marijuana
patients workers who were fired or faced other adverse employment actions.
Witness 13. Tim Traylor, National Representative, National Association of Government
Employees (NAGE). Mr. Traylor’s written testimony did not explicitly testify in support of or in
opposition to B23-309. However, his testimony was overall supportive of the goals and likely
outcomes of the legislation. NAGE represents about 5,000 public employees in the federal and
District governments in the DC area. Members work at the Metropolitan Police Department,
Office of Unified Communication, and others. Mr. Traylor’s testimony reviewed the enactment of
the District’s medical marijuana law in 2010 and noted that employees in safety-sensitive positions
are subject to termination for using medical marijuana, a “zero-tolerance” policy under the new
Mayor’s Order. He testified that B23-309 would allow employees “to enjoy the same health
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benefits and medical options afforded to citizens and other employees who are not designated as
safety-sensitive” because those individuals need medication to treat medical conditions. B23-309
would make it a reality for people to use medical marijuana after registering with the Department
of Health. The legislation also “supports employee rights under the Americans with Disabilities
Act and corresponds to court decisions in other jurisdictions with approved medical marijuana.”
Once an employer is notified that an employee is a medical marijuana user, the responsibility is
on the employer to engage in an interactive process to accommodate them. He advocated that any
legislation for testing medical marijuana patients should resemble those for other prescription
drugs, not illegal drug/alcohol testing.
Mr. Traylor pointed out that the legislation has a carve out for employees that use, possess,
or were impaired by marijuana at the place of work or during work hours. NAGE’s concern is that
current testing cannot indicate signs of impairment. He noted that employers already have to
identify and evaluate impairment of this and other drugs by looking for physiological and
behavioral symptoms. He stated that DCHR has prepared training materials to help supervisors
determine impairment, although it did not equip them with skills at detecting potential drug abuse
or addiction. After NAGE raised this at a labor management forum, DCHR committed to review
the issue. Additionally, Mr. Traylor echoed concerns that broad safety-sensitive classifications
invited abuse from agencies. He testified that unions and employees should be able to appeal a
safety-sensitive classification, which they are currently unable to do.
Mr. Traylor stated that the Mayor’s Order “moves the District forward” as it has provisions
for new technologies and methodologies to determine impairment from marijuana. However, B23309 “falls short” on this and doesn’t include any money for new technology.
Witness 14. Donald Bowlin, member, SEIU Local 1199. Mr. Bowlin testified in support
of B23-309. He works at Medstar Georgetown hospital as an environmental services worker. His
union, 1199SEIU represents 400,000 works on the East Coast and 400 are at Medstar Georgetown.
He and his union members have seen the impact that medical marijuana treatment can have for
patients. Off-the-job use should be no different than tobacco or alcohol. It should not be a “barrier
to employment.” He recommended that there be case-by-case policies for anyone suspected of
being unable to perform their job due to influence of cannabis. Mr. Bowlin highlighted how drug
tests are inadequate to test for impairment. For example, a drug test after a work-related accident
does not indicate whether marijuana impairment caused the accident because the test also captures
off-hours use.
Witness 15. Eric Bunn, National Vice President, AFGE District 14. Mr. Bunn’s written
testimony did not explicitly testify in support of or in opposition to B23-309. His testimony both
requested excluding safety-sensitive positions [from protections] but also said the legislation does
not protect employees and criticized the District for terminating employees in safety-sensitive jobs.
Mr. Bunn noted that he and Chairperson Silverman have discussed the bill’s impact on his
members; his understanding was that the temporary version [which excluded safety-sensitive jobs]
was a compromise and that these jobs would be “addressed prior to the permanent legislation.”
His testimony requests “that the original language be reinstated, which excludes safety-sensitive
jobs and if compliance would cause a public employer to commit a violation of federal law,
regulation, contract, or funding agreement.” He testified that “although the union does not support
employees coming to work impaired, and consequently impacting their productivity or their ability
to effectively and efficiently perform their work, the change in law relating to marijuana and
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medical marijuana use for certain illnesses, does not address protection for those employees who
work in DC.”
Mr. Bunn also testified to concerns about the Mayor’s Order, which “takes away
protections that are currently in the regulations” and that “an employee would still lose their job.”
Additionally, he said that the District is not following current regulations because it is terminating
employees who produce a medical marijuana card. That is, employees are “being penalized for
violating [the regulations] when…[they] are due to change.” The union requests a “moratorium”
on enforcement of the regulations related to medical marijuana “until the regulations have been
developed and impact and effects negotiations have taken place with the unions.” He would like
there be regulations developed prior to discussion.
Mr. Bunn also voiced concerns about how safety-sensitive employees are currently
designated, testifying that it seemed like “whole agencies” were classified as safety-sensitive,
including administrative jobs. He suggested that unions be involved in the process of determining
which positions are safety-sensitive.
Witness 16. Gina Walton, Local President, AFGE Local 1975. Ms. Walton testified in
support of B23-309. Ms. Walton’s union represents employees at several District agencies,
including the Departments of Transportation and Public Works. Ms. Walton reviewed current
regulations, the decriminalization of marijuana in 2014, and several subsequent DCHR
instructions, summarizing their policies and provisions. In sum, the latest instruction (No. 4-34,
July 28, 2016) said that employees “may” make known their participation in a medical marijuana
program. She wrote that despite this, some employees were terminated. She also quoted an Office
of Employee Appeals decision that discussed DCHR Instruction 4-34 and which stated “the plain
language of the regulation makes it clear that being enrolled in a medical marijuana program is a
prerequisite for an employee testing positive to avail of any of the options identified in DPM
Instruction 4-34.”45
Ms. Walton wrote, “It is clear, that medicinal marijuana should be treated just like any
other prescription drug and absent proof of impairment or proof that the employee cannot perform
their duties, there should be no disciplinary action taken.” Ms. Walton emphasized that unions
must be involved in determining which positions are safety-sensitive, noting the union’s main issue
with the bill is that safety-sensitive classifications are too broad. She advocated that no adverse
action be taken until municipal regulations align with the Mayor’s Order and unions are able to
negotiate safety-sensitive designations.
Witness 17. Andrew Washington, Executive Director, American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) District Council 20. Mr. Washington testified in
favor of B23-309. His written statement noted that marijuana is legal and that employees of the
District “deserve to enjoy the same leniency afforded the citizens, especially with respect to
medical marijuana.” He wrote that until “this month,” DCHR’s policy allowed employees to avoid
45

The Committee researched OEA decisions and found two that contained this quoted text. Both concerned an
employee whose registration in the medical marijuana program had expired or did not exist at the time. This
expiration or lack of current valid registration was the subject of the sentence quoted in Ms. Walton’s testimony. See
Rashad Wallace, Employee, versus D.C. Office of Unified Communications, Agency, OEA Matter No. 1601-002518, Issued Nov. 16, 2018, page 7, available at https://casesearch.oea.dc.gov/home/getfile?fileid={3889C994-29934F68-88D3-CB5CAC22F92D} and David Donaldson, Employee, versus DC Department of Transportation,
Agency, OEA Matter No. 1601-0013-18, issued June 12, 2018, page 7, available at
https://casesearch.oea.dc.gov/home/getfile?fileid={7050FCE0-1B2C-4634-AFF5-2D1E7BEB5579}.
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termination for a positive marijuana test if they employee could prove participation in a medical
marijuana program. However, he wrote, “It appears that this policy may be changing for employees
in positions designated as safety-sensitive.” His testimony reviewed the new Mayor’s Order and
stated that employees in safety-sensitive jobs “will face termination” and this is “unfair and
unnecessary.” Mr. Washington wrote that “we are not advocating for the right to come to work
impaired.” Rather, employees who use medical marijuana on their own time but report to work
sober and unimpaired should not be fired. Employees should be subjected to a field sobriety test if
there is reasonable suspicion of impairment.
Mr. Washington also testified about concerns with agencies designating positions as safetysensitive that have not historically been considered such. He called it a “loophole that allows any
agency to exploit its discretion.” He does not think the Order’s provisions for second chances and
progressive discipline go far enough to prevent agencies using this loophole. He provided
examples in the Child and Family Service Administration’s classification of social workers as
safety-sensitive instead of protection sensitive. Mr. Washington wrote that other jurisdictions have
exceptions for safety-sensitive positions, but that the criteria for designating a position as safetysensitive is more restrictive in the District. He stated that employees in law enforcement and who
carry weapons are “clearly” safety-sensitive, but not those who are housekeepers or social workers.
Mr. Washington testified that unions should “have a right” to bargain over safety-sensitive
classification.
In sum, Mr. Washington testified that “there is no current problem of safety-sensitive
employees coming to work high on medical marijuana. If that was a problem, it could be addressed
through reasonable suspicion testing referrals which almost never happen. These employees
should not have to choose between their health and their jobs.”
Witness 18. Robert Hollingsworth, President, AFSCME District Council 20. Mr.
Hollingsworth testified in favor of B23-309. He fully endorsed Mr. Washington’s testimony and
re-iterated that AFSCME District Council 20 represents a significant number of employees who
have been “adversely affected” by the current marijuana testing policy. Mr. Hollingsworth
explained that his members are concerned that they will not be able to continue gainful
employment if they are treated for their medical conditions with a marijuana prescription. He
notes that these are dedicated public servants who want to effectively manage a medical
condition. Mr. Hollingsworth testified that unions “need to be able to go to the table and talk”
about marijuana testing requirements, including what represents impairment and how to screen
for it.
Witness 19. Andre Phillips, Chairman, Fraternal Order of Police (FOP), Department of
Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS). Mr. Phillips testified in favor of B2-309. According to the
FOP testimony, 25 percent to 35 percent of this union’s 250 bargaining unit members (police
officers at DYRS) participate in the medical marijuana program. All of them are safety-sensitive,
and they are concerned they will now be terminated. The testimony said that the new Mayor’s
Order changed policy, in that previously it was the “official policy of DCHR” that a medical
marijuana patient who was registered “would not be disciplined” for testing positive for marijuana.
However, the new Order will “subject these same employees to termination” if they test positive.
Mr. Phillips testified that his bargaining unit members had been “responsibly” exercising their
“right” to use medical marijuana. He added that they are not advocating for employees to come to
work under the influence of marijuana.
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Mr. Phillips’ testimony said that DYRS struggles to maintain adequate staffing levels and
that terminations are also discriminatory. He also noted that his unit’s members work “with a
culture that encourages tolerance of the youth we serve using marijuana and the majority of them
do.” Yet his members could be terminated for using marijuana for medical purposes. This is a
double standard, unfair, and discriminatory. If coming to work impaired were a problem, it could
be addressed through reasonable suspicion testing, such as field sobriety tests or new technology
that determines whether marijuana in the system is residual or indicates current impairment.
Witness 20. Barry Carey, Local President, Local 2091 (Department of Public Works).
While Mr. Carey “condones” B23-309, he testified to concerns about how employees are classified
as “safety-sensitive” for the purposes of medical marijuana testing. Mr. Carey represents
Department of Public Works Employees, many of whom have been newly classified as safetysensitive and subject to drug testing as a result of Chapter 4 [of the DPM]. For example, sanitation
workers who are responsible for emptying trash bins into a garbage truck – but do not drive the
truck – were recently classified as safety-sensitive. Mr. Carey was concerned that this classification
was made without union input or negotiations. He voiced concerns that classifying employees as
safety-sensitive was a means of “weeding people out” of District employment. Mr. Carey made
clear that they do not condone employees being impaired while at work, but that the issue was how
to determine “impairment.”
Witness 21. Elizabeth Davis, President, Washington Teachers’ Union (WTU). Ms.
Davis’ written testimony did not explicitly support or oppose B23-309. WTU represents 5,000
active and retired teachers in the DC Public Schools. Ms. Davis testified about the disproportionate
impact of marijuana criminalization on the African American community. Decriminalization was
beneficial, but marijuana also has negative impacts on youth, including a decline in IQ when used
regularly. Young people also do not see much risk in regular marijuana use, which is an “alarming
trend.” Ms. Davis testified that WTU supports marijuana decriminalization and in relation to B23309, believes that school employees should be able to use medically prescribed drugs. She testified
that some teachers have medical marijuana cards; for these employees, the safety-sensitive
exemption would “pose a problem.” She felt it would “border on discriminatory” if a teacher was
fired because of a medical prescription if they had been an effective teacher for years. However,
she noted that “the language of the legislation which provides the ability to punish or terminate an
employee who is impaired by marijuana at the individuals’ place of employment or during the
hours of employment is vague and needs strengthening.” She said the language is “subjective and
could great tension” between individual rights and school officials’ rights. WTU wants to ensure
that worker’s rights are protected and that there are clear definitions and procedures to protect an
employee terminated because of suspicion of impairment.
Witness 22. Abhi Dewan, President, GW Students for Sensible Drug Policy. Mr. Dewan’s
written testimony did not explicitly support or oppose B23-309. He testified that the War on Drugs
has failed communities and provided statistics about the high numbers of Americans who have
been incarcerated for drug offenses. He cited a World Health Organization study that said that
risks of marijuana use are “small to moderate in size… [and] unlikely to produce public health
problems comparable in scale to those currently produced by alcohol and tobacco.” On B23-309,
he testified that safety-sensitive positions should be excluded. This will strike a balance between
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technological limitations and public safety. He also recommended that the Council allocate
resources to develop an impairment test for THC.
Witness 23. Nikolas Schiller, Director of Communications, DC Marijuana Justice
(DCMJ). Mr. Schiller’s written testimony did not explicitly support or oppose B23-309. He did
testify that DCMJ welcomes patient protections for DC government employees who are legally
using medical cannabis. However, DCMJ does not think these employees should be “required to
obtain medical cannabis recommendations” to receive protections. Rather, people should be
treated like adults and not told which substances are allowed to be used during non-work hours
and which are not. He suggests that if cannabis metabolites are tested, alcohol metabolites should
be too; or, there should not be testing for cannabis metabolites at all.
Witness 24. Dr. Richard Kennedy, public witness. Mr. Kennedy’s written testimony did
not explicitly support or oppose B23-309. Mr. Kennedy praised the District’s role in “guiding the
country toward sensible marijuana policy” He testified that he has never tried weed, but that
marijuana prohibition is a worse failure than alcohol prohibition. He said that research shows that
marijuana is not a series cause for concern. It is not a gateway drug. He noted some of the physical
symptoms of use. He pointed out the disproportionate impact of marijuana laws on African
Americans. He concluded that “DC should continue to be on the right side of history.”
Witness 25. Yvette Alexander, Consultant, DC Medical Cannabis Trade Association. Ms.
Alexander testified in support of B23-309. This will demonstrate the Council’s “unwavering
support for protecting patients’ rights to access medical cannabis.” She noted the positive attributes
of cannabis as an effective treatment for chronic pain and terminal illnesses. She testified that it is
a safer alternative to prescription drugs. She also testified that exceptions should be made for
certain public positions such as police officers and emergency personnel. But her organization’s
position is that patients should not be discriminated against for exercising their right to use
cannabis. She complimented Mayor Bower’s Safe Cannabis Sales Act but said that it would be a
setback to reverse this progress.
Witness 27. Rabbi Jeffery Kahn, President, Takoma Wellness Center. Rabbi Kahn
testified in favor of B23-309. He and his family own and operate the Takoma Wellness Center, a
medical marijuana dispensary. Rabbi Kahn spoke against the War on Drugs and the consequences
faced by the District. He noted that marijuana is an illegal drug under federal law, but not in the
District. However, some people worry about potential problems related to marijuana and whether
individuals who use it should be allowed to work with children, among other concerns. He
provided some statistics related to alcohol use.
Rabbi Kahn testified about his own practices as an employer of 25 people, all of whom are
medical marijuana patients. They must account for every gram of marijuana they receive and sell,
all of which is reported to the District. They must pass rigorous government inspections, handle
large sums of money, work with hundreds of patients daily. No one is drug tested: they would fail,
and it doesn’t tell them about impairment on the job. Only rarely have they suspected impairment
and they have human resources policies to deal with it. In sum, Rabbi Kahn testified that if Takoma
Wellness Center can do this, so can District government.
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Witness 28. Norbert Pickett, President, DC Holistic Wellness. Mr. Pickett’s written
testimony did not explicitly support B23-309, but his comments were supportive of the use of
medical marijuana. Mr. Pickett runs a medical cannabis dispensary in the Deanwood neighborhood
of the District. He was previously a basketball player. Mr. Pickett was hit by a car, which had
significant medical consequences and resulted in chronic pain, nerve damage, depression, and
PTSD. He began to use prescribed medical cannabis, which gave him a “better quality of life with
very few side effects.” Mr. Pickett testified that all pre-employment marijuana testing be
eliminated, “except for jobs that involve public safety like police, EMS, and fire” as well as “jobs
that involve serious liability such as operating heavy equipment.”
Witness 30. Maka Taylor, public witness. Ms. Taylor testified in support of B23-309. Ms.
Taylor is a Ward 8 resident and founder of Global Gains Consulting Service. She testified about a
job offer she received from Vitamix that was rescinded after she tested positive for marijuana.
While marijuana is illegal under federal law, Initiative 71 in the District legalized it. She quoted a
National Institute of Health study as concluding that legalizing medical marijuana improved
workplace safety.
Witness 34. Lisa Scott, public witness. Ms. Scott’s written testimony did not explicitly
support B23-309, but her comments were supportive of the use of medical marijuana. She testified
that she spoke on behalf of medical marijuana patients who use cannabis for pain relief. Ms. Scott
works for The Custom District, which makes custom furniture. She uses heavy and lightweight
machinery. She developed acute arthritis and had to wear knee braces to keep from falling. She
was in a lot of pain, couldn’t sleep, and was exhausted. She began using medical marijuana and
slept through the night. Ms. Scott currently also drives trucks and still uses medical cannabis.
Additional written statements
The Committee also received written testimony from the following witnesses, who did not
attend the hearing.
Doni Crawford Policy Analyst, DC Fiscal Policy Institute. Ms. Crawford testified in
support of B23-309. Her testimony recommended that the legislation also include language that
attempts by District agencies to measure on-the-job impairment of medical marijuana involve
DCHR and the Department of Forensic Science because they will be investigating emerging
technology in this area. Additionally, she recommended that the protections be expanded to private
employment in non-safety-sensitive positions because medical marijuana participants should be
protected in all places of employment.
WTU Members. The Washington Teachers Union submitted a document with 15 short,
anonymous comments related to both pieces of proposed legislation. They contained a range of
views, but most comments said that teachers should not be exempted from the legislation or treated
any differently than other employees.
Commission Chuck Elkins, Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner 3D (ANC3D01). Mr.
Elkins’ testimony was about the problem of second-hand marijuana smoke, not B23-309.
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Salim Adofo, Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner 8C (Single Member District 8C07).
Mr. Adofo’s testimony did not explicitly support or oppose B23-309. His testimony reviewed
Initiative 71 and what is now legal or still illegal. He noted that federal law still prohibits
possession or use of any amount of marijuana. As a result, federal law enforcement officers may
arrest anyone in the District, including U.S. Park Police working on National Park Service land.
Mr. Adofo’s testimony said it would be unfair to test for marijuana as a condition of
employment since it is decriminalized. However, because there are both federal and municipal
agencies here, it can be confusing to youth who do not know the difference between jobs at the
federal and local government levels. He noted the need for education on the impact on
employment. Additionally, Mr. Adofo stated that under the bill, an employee could come to work
under the influence and there would be no repercussions, which is a potential safety violation for
the business owner, employee, and customer.
2. Government Witness
Ventris Gibson, Director of the DC Department of Human Resources. Director Gibson’s
written testimony stated that the bill is “not necessary” because a new Mayor’s Order lays out
policy related to medical marijuana. In her prepared testimony, Director Gibson reviewed current
policy for District employees who use medical and recreational cannabis. She described which
employees may be subject to “enhanced” drug testing requirements: those classified as
“protection-sensitive” or “safety-sensitive” employees. Under the new Order, safety-sensitive
employees are prohibited from testing positive for cannabis for any reason because they have
duties that “if performed while impaired, could reasonably cause significant injury or death to the
employee or someone else.”
Director Gibson’s testimony noted that employees and applicants need clarity on the rules.
She stated that DCHR is eliminating the “zero tolerance” model in favor of “progressive
discipline.” While the “exact details” were to be developed through rulemaking in collaboration
with labor partners, she noted that “safety-sensitive employees selected for random drug testing
who test positive for cannabis will not be terminated on the first positive result,” in most
circumstances.
Director Gibson’s testimony recommended that if the Council moves forward on B23-309,
the bill be amended to exclude safety-sensitive employees, as was done in the emergency and
temporary versions of the legislation. Finally, Director Gibson testified that “as a public employer,
we must balance the lawful personal and medical use of cannabis with very real safety and liability
concerns.” She noted that DCHR and the Department of Forensic Sciences will explore new drug
testing methodologies to enable testing for impairment. But “until then, the risk to public safety is
too great, and ‘safety-sensitive’ employees must be prohibited from testing positive for cannabis
for any reasons.”
VI.

IMPACT ON EXISTING LAW

The Committee print of B23-309 amends the Comprehensive Merit Personnel Act (CMPA)
effective March 3, 1979 (D.C. Law 2-139, D.C. Official Code § 1–601.01 et seq) as follows:
Amends Section 301 to codify definitions of the terms “qualifying patient” and “safetysensitive” and renumbering as appropriate.
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Amends Section 404 to amend the Mayor’s regulatory authority.
Adds a new section 1503a (D.C. Code § 1-615.03a) to provide employees in safetysensitive positions with the right to notification of designation of an employee’s position as
safety-sensitive, a right to a written justification of such designation, a right to notice of rights
under this section and Title XX-E, and a right to appeal such designation. The section requires a
personnel authority to respond to such appeals.
Adds a new title XX-E, Medical Marijuana Program Patient Employment Protections, (new
D.C. Code §§ 2061 and 2062), to prohibit adverse employment actions against qualifying medical
marijuana patients based on their status as a qualifying patient or a positive drug test for marijuana,
excepting safety-sensitive employees or if compliance would cause a violation of federal law or
risk federal funding; and to establish a right to reasonable accommodation for qualifying patients.
Adds a new section 603a providing employees the right to appeal a position’s designation
as safety-sensitive to the Office of Employee Appeals (OEA) and establishing a process for such
appeals.
Conforming amendments to the CMPA:
Amends Section 2051 (as added by D.C. Law 12-124, the Omnibus Personnel Reform
Amendment Act of 1998) to require compliance with the requirements of the protections provided
by new Title XX-E for drivers of commercial motor vehicles.
Amends Section 2025 (as added by D.C. Law 12-227, the Department of Human Services
and Commission on Mental Health Services Mandatory Employee Drug and Alcohol Testing and
Department of Corrections Conforming Amendment Act of 1998) to require compliance with the
requirements of the protections provided by new Title XX-E for employees of multiple agencies.
Amends Section 2031 (as added by D.C. Law 15-353, the Child and Youth, Safety and
Health Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004) to remove the definition of “safety-sensitive” unique
to this act and apply the definition newly codified in section 301 of the CMPA.
Amends Section 2032 (as added by D.C. Law 15-353, the Child and Youth, Safety and
Health Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004) to require compliance with the requirements of the
protections provided by new Title XX-E for employees who work with children and youth.
Amends Section 2036 (as added by D.C. Law 15-353, the Child and Youth, Safety and
Health Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004) to conform terminology related to safety-sensitive
positions.
Repeals section 2037 (as added by D.C. Law 15-353, the Child and Youth, Safety and
Health Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004) to conform to amended section 404 regarding
rulemaking authority.
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Conforming amendments to other laws:
Amends Section 3 of the Department of Corrections Employee Mandatory Drug and
Alcohol Testing Act of 1996, effective September 20, 1996 (D.C. Law 11-158, D.C. Official Code
§ 24-211.22) to require compliance with the requirements protections provided by new Title XXE for employees of the Department of Corrections.
VII.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The attached fiscal impact statement issued by the District’s Chief Financial Officer states
that funds are not sufficient in the FY 2021 budget and proposed FY 2022 through FY 2024 budget
and financial plan to implement the bill. An additional $103,000 in FY 2021 and $274,000 over
the four-year plan are necessary to fund B23-309. This funding is for one FTE for 24 months at
the Office of the Attorney General, which represents agencies before the Office of Employee
Appeals and will face increased workload under section 2(f) (appeals before OEA).
VIII. SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS
Section 1 contains the long and short titles of the legislation.
Section 2 amends the Comprehensive Merit Personnel Act (CMPA), effective March 3,
1979 (D.C. Law 2-139, D.C. Official Code § 1–601.01) as follows:
Subsection (a) amends the table of contents.
Subsection (b) amends section 301 to add definitions of the terms “qualifying
patient” and “safety-sensitive” and renumber as appropriate.
Subsection (c) amends the Mayor’s rulemaking authority.
Subsection (d) adds a new section 1503a (D.C. Code § 1-615.03a) to provide
employees in safety-sensitive positions with the right to notification of designation of an
employee’s position as safety-sensitive, a right to a request and receive a written
explanation of such designation, a right to notice of rights under this section and Title XXE, and a right to appeal such designation; and to require a personnel authority to respond
to such appeals.
Subsection (e) adds a new Title XX-E, Medical Marijuana Program Patient
Employment Protections, (D.C. Code §§ 2061 and 2062), to prohibit adverse employment
actions against qualifying medical marijuana patients based on their status as a qualifying
patient or a positive drug test for marijuana, excepting safety-sensitive employees or if
compliance would cause a violation of federal law or risk federal funding; and to establish
a right to reasonable accommodation for qualifying patients.
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Subsection (f) adds a new section 603a providing employees the right to appeal a
position’s designation as safety-sensitive to the Office of Employee Appeals (OEA) and
establishing a process for such appeals. This subsection is subject to funding.
Subsection (g) makes conforming amendments to the Omnibus Personnel Reform
Amendment Act of 1998 to require compliance with the requirements of the protections
provided by new Title XX-E for drivers of commercial motor vehicles.
Subsection (h) makes conforming amendments to the Department of Human
Services and Commission on Mental Health Services Mandatory Employee Drug and
Alcohol Testing and Department of Corrections Conforming Amendment Act of 1998 to
require compliance with the requirements of the protections provided by new Title XX-E
for employees of multiple agencies.
Subsection (i) makes conforming amendments to the Child and Youth, Safety and
Health Omnibus Amendment Act of 2004 (CYSHA) to remove the definition of “safetysensitive” unique to this act and thus apply the definition newly codified in section 301 of
the CMPA.
Subsection (j) makes conforming amendments to CYSHA to require compliance
with the requirements of the protections provided by new Title XX-E.
Subsection (k) makes conforming amendments to CYSHA to conform terminology
related to safety-sensitive positions.
Subsection (l) makes conforming amendments to CYSHA to state that a private
provider is not required to comply with Title XX-E.
Subsection (m) makes conforming amendments to CYSHA to conform the Mayor’s
rulemaking authority to section 404.
Section 3 amends Section 3 of the Department of Corrections Employee Mandatory Drug
and Alcohol Testing Act of 1996, effective September 20, 1996 (D.C. Law 11-158; D.C. Official
Code § 24-211.22 to conform to require compliance with the requirements of the protections
provided by new Title XX-E for Department of Corrections employees.
Section 4 establishes applicability: Section 2(f) is subject to funding.
Section 5 contains the fiscal impact statement.
Section 6 contains the effective date.
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IX.

COMMITTEE ACTION

The Committee on Labor and Workforce Development convened at ___ a.m. on October
XX, 2020, to consider and vote on B23-309. Chairperson Silverman recognized the presence of a
quorum, consisting of herself and Councilmembers ___, ___, ___.
Chairperson Silverman moved B23-309 and opened the floor for discussion.

Discussion having ended, Chairperson Silverman then moved the proposed committee
print and report for B23-309, with leave for the Committee staff to make technical and conforming
amendments.
After opportunity for discussion, the members voted as follows:
Vote
Chairperson Silverman
Councilmember Charles Allen
Councilmember David Grosso
Councilmember Kenyan McDuffie
Councilmember Robert White
Thus, the committee print and accompanying report were passed, with the Members
present voting _____.
The committee meeting adjourned at ___ a.m.
X.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B23-309 as introduced
Committee referral memo
Notice of Intent to Act, June 7, 2019
Public hearing notice for B23-309
Public hearing agenda, witness list, and testimony for the September 25, 2019, hearing
Executive policy materials: Mayor’s Order 2019- 081 (September 13, 2019), DCHR
Instruction No. 18-2020 (Aug. 31, 2020), and DCHR Instruction No. 4-34 (July 28, 2016).
7. Fiscal Impact Statement
8. Legal sufficiency determination
9. Comparative Print of B23-309
10. Committee Print of B23-309
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